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Abstracr. The main result ofthis paperk a charact,-rization ot‘the space induced by Scott topology on 
the set of total objects of a bounded-complete cpo. This charal:txization is simple with 
bounded-complete algebraic cpo’s where a family of clopen sets plays an essential role in the 
characterization. In the mo~rf general case of coxinuity, one can only produce distinct fqi’lies of 
open sets and closed sets !p axiomatize the escential properties of a’ total space. Hesidtls the main 
characterization,~~ealsodiscussitsrela~iontocontinuou~sspacEts,studiedinourearlierpaper,;rndthe 
relation between compact T, spaces and total spaces under the lower topology. 
1. Introdwfon I 
The theory of domains has evolved from Scott’s continuous lattices [I, h] to 
bounded-complete continfuous cpo’s. The absence of top elements in many domains 
brings domains much closer to the data types used in programming. A good example 
here is Scott’s domain of intervals 9 [7] without the fictitious top element, where 
the partial objects are given by the nonempty closed intervals of the real R. Type 
R can then be identified as the subspace of 3 containing all the singleton closed 
intervals, or, equivalently, the subspace of total objects in 3 whose information 
cannot be furthermore improved. Many other data types used in programming can 
be embedded as subspaces of total objects in suitable domains. The theme of this 
paper is to characterize the subspaces of total objects in domains. 
A domain I> is a bounded-complete continuous cpo with a countable basis. 4n 
object s in I> is total if .I g _I* for any other y E I). Let T(D) stand for the space of 
all the total objects in I_ endowed with the subspace topology from 1’3 which is 
gken Scott topology. We say that a topological space 2 is a botai spcrc’e if! 2’ is 
homeomorphic to T( II) for some domain D. The questions that we ctudy In xhis 
naptlr are the following: 
( 1) Can we characterize tocal spaces as topological spa -es‘? In case that 3 is an 
algebraic domain, i.e., a do nain with a basis of compact elemen%s, can we say 
something more about the total space T(D)? 
(2) What is the relation between total spaces and continuous spxes, the modoh 
th;lt sre introduced in [2] to study effectively given spaces? 
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X is an algebraic total space if it is homeomorphic to T(D) for some algebraic 
domain C! In Section 3 we show that %’ is an algebraic total space if and only if 2 
has a courxlable clopen base Ce = { Ci / i E o} such that every filtered subset of % has 
a nonempty intersection. Although SFP objects properly contain all the algebraic 
domainsI, we note that the total elements of an SFP object have an identical 
characterization. Using our characterization of algebraic total spaces and the well- 
known fact that domains are closed under retracts, we obtain a general characteriz- 
ation of all the total spaces <see Theorem 3.10). 
In Section 4 we study continutius spaces as a subclass of the algebraic total spaces. 
Continuous spaces are introduced in [2] to study effectively given spaces. The nice 
property about continuous spaces is that every continllrous space can be suitably 
embedded in certain domain such that computations in the space can be carried 
out in a topological setting as well as an algebraic setting. We note that every 
continuous space is homeomorphic to T( Dj for some algebraic domain D of closed 
sets in the space. All compact algebraic total spaces are continuous. 
Finally, in Section 5 we study lower topology on algebraic total spaces, one weaker 
than the subspace topology induced by Scott topology on domains. The resulting 
spaces are denoted by u ( T( 0))‘s. In Theorem 5.2, we prove that second countable 
compact T, spaces are exactly all the W( T( D))‘s. 
2. Preliminaries 
Given a poset L) = (II, G ), x < _r (x is \vay-heh ~a) if for every directed set H in 
I>, J*G LJ H implies s c II for some II E H. A bcpsI’s of D is a countable subset {P, 1 
of II such that 
fr’or everv s E 0, where the set {e, 1 e, < .Y) is directed. 2) is direxved-conrple:u _ 
lub of every directed set exists. It is houndu~~-~~onlplf~~ if the glb exists for 





a dornairl II we mean a bounded-complete and directed-complete poset which has 
a countable basis. Throughout this paper we ass,lme that the basis E of any domain 
ic; closed under consistent finite lub’s, i.e., for c,, 4, t E, t’, !__I o, E E iff c’, I_; C, exists 
in 12 
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(ii j for every x E D, the set { ei 1 x E Ui} is directed 
x=u {eJxE Ui}. 
In this case, 021 forms a base of the Scott topology of 
finite lub’s of E is a basis of D. 
In a domain D, x E D is total if TX = {x}. 77 D) is 
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D, and the set of all consistent 
the space of all total elements 
of D endowed with the subspace topology from Scott topology of D. An element 
x E D is compact if x CU. D is called an algebraic domain if the set of compact 
elements f.o:ms a basis. A continuous function f: D + D is a map preserving directed 
lub’s. A retraction Y: D + D is a continuous function satisfying ro r = r; then r(D), 
called a retract, is a domain and (r(D) n Uil i E w} forms a base of Scott-topology 
of r(D) for any base { Vi1 i E o} of D. It is well known that, for any domain D, there 
exists an algebraic domain D’ such that D = d (D’) for some dqjlation map d: D’+ D’, 
a retraction less than the identity under the pointwise ordering. 
Given a family sl of subsets of certain space T” 9 is closed under consistentjinite 
intersections if whenever A, BE 9 and .A ,-I B # 0, then An BE 9. A subclass 9’ of 
9 is jltered if A, BE 4;’ implies C E 9’ for some C_ z A n B. 
Given a subset A of a poxt D, let %(A) be ahe set of all minimal upper bounds 
i ’ 
tx’ A. 4!./(A) is cnmplete if, fq- every upper bound u of A, u 1 o for so&e pi in “O(A). 
$/“(A) is tile b;llailest subset of D containing A and closed under the 021 operation. 
SFP objects are introduced by Plotkin [3] tq study powerdomains. A poset D is an 
SFP ohjec-r if and only if I) is directed complete with a basis of compact elements 
such that whenever A c D is finite, Q(A) is complete and %*(A) is finite. 
3. Total spaces 
We begin this section by showing that every total space is metrizable. In particular, 
every algcbiaic total space is Polish, i.e., a space homeomorphic to some complete 
metric space. 
Lemma 3.1. Giw a domain l? end ?I E D, T-r r\, T( Dj 1s a closed set in T( D). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every jv in T(DJ\T.Y there exists some open set 
U in D such that YE U and I U n T( D))\Tx = 0. Assume this not to be the case 
for some ,r* in T( d)\Tx. Let Iyi),, (,, be any ascending chain such that 1’ = u,,_,,, J+ 
and .\*, +* for every i E w. Then, the set TX n $J*[ is nonempty tor every i. Since D 
is bounded-complete, .U’J~~i exists in D. Directed-completeness of D‘ implies the 
existence of u i, (~ (xl__! y,) which has to belong to Tx. But Gnce y is a total object 
and ~7 = Ll,, (I, jl,? !Ju t,, (.xLJy,) must be equal to y, showing _VE TX; a contra- 
diction. Cl 
Proposition 3.2. Every total space is mehzable. 
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Proof. By Uryson’s metrization theorem it suffices to show that T(D) is second 
countable and T7 for any domain D. Let {ej] i E w} be any basis of D. Clearly, 
(fe, n T( DJ f i E o) gives a countable base for T(D), so T(D) is second countable. 
To show that T(D) is T,, suppose x, y E T(D) agld x # y. Since x, _u are both total 
objects, we can find some ei such that ei < x but ei g y. The open set T&i r\ T(D) 
clearly separates x from y, hence establishing the T,-property of T(D). Finally, we 
show that T(D) is regular. Suppose x E U n T(D) for some open set U in D. Since 
ZJ is Scott-open, we can find some ei E U such that ei 4 x. By Lemma 3.1, the set 
fe, n T( 0) is closed. Since x E Te, n T(D) s U c T(D), we conclude that T(D) is W 
regular. q 
Proposition 3.3. Every alpbraic total space is Polish. 
Proof. By Alexandrofi’s theorem it suffices to show that T(D) (where D is an 
algebraic domain) is a G, subset of some complete metric space. Letting (e,)ic-W be 
any enumeration of all the compact elements in D with et, = I, we define a metric 
d in D as follows: for s, y E D, 
fj(~~,y),:l/{~i[(e,E,s~e,~r’)v(e,~?,Ae,~s)]} if .uf_k?, 
d(x, x) = c:. 
Note that this metric is an ultrametric and that &x-, _v) < I/II it’i, for all i < H, either 
v, :_; s, _I* or e, if x, y. The metric topology defined by the above d obviously contains 
the Scott-topology, for given e, r-s, x E (~$1 tl( s, ~7) < l/i} E ‘Iv,. To see that d is a 
complete metric, ler {x,}, , be any Cauchy sequence in D. Define 
Existence of _I- is guaranteed by bounded-completeness and directed-completeness 
of D. It is easy to verify s = Cm,, u, x,. We next show that T( I>) is a countable 
intersection of Scott-open sets in I), establishing that T( 11) is a G,j jet. First note: 
We show that, for ever!’ i CI o, the set A, -= (s] s [_j c’, exists =+ c, KG 9) is Scott-open. 
Clearly, .v C: .A, and XC _I’ imply _V c ,4,. And if m N c A, for some directed set H, 
h c A, for some k c H because (3, is compact Hence A, is Scott-open. Finally, we 
show thaf. the mtxtric topology on T(D) agrees with the given topology. Since the 
metric topology in D contains Scott topology, every open set in T( I>) must be open 
in the metric topology. Conversely, consider the set of all V,.,, = {.&I( x, .r*) *id I / ,I) n 
7’11 Dl with n 2 1 3rd s c I> which forms a base of the metric topology on T( III. 
Let z E k:,,, and let nz be the smallest number such that 1 ,h c I,/ 11 - l/( s, 2). Define 
13 for I 5 i -:- n7 as follows: 
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By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that ei is compact, Bi is open in T(D) for 1 d i s n. 
Clearly, _vE~,,~_, Bi iff d(~: 2); 1,./m. NOW, for each yin,..;__, Bi, 
hence, z E r) 1 ~ ,~-m Bi E \cqn showing that V,,,, is-open for every x E D and n 2 I. El 
First, let us give a characterization of algebraic total spaces. 
Proposition 3.4. Given any algebraic domain D, T(D) has a countable c/open base 
%=(Ci (#@)I i E w) closed under consistentjinits$ intersections such that et,eryjiltered 
subset qf % has a nonempt) intersection. 
Proof. Let {e-,1 e E o) be all the compact eiemen_:;s in D. Lemma 3. I shows that the 
sets C, = te, r7 T(D) are clopen, hence giving a clopen base for T( 0). Suppose 
{cpliblt- tI) is any filtered sequence of nonempty C’i’s. For every J CC co, define a,,( ,) = 
ri cpti, which clearly exists because D is bounded-complete. Evidently, (a,,, ,)}i, Iu 
is directed in I). Since D iy directed-complete, a = LA;, w aP( I, exists. By axiom of 
choice, ?a n T(D) is nonempty and ?a n T( D; c r?i, ,,, C,,([,. III 
‘The conAGo nc stated in Proposition 3.4 t;lrn out to be sufficient for 8 space lo 
be 3n algekaic total space. Suppose :I Hausdorff space ‘?’ has a countable base 
‘6 = { C, ( =W 1 i E w) closed under consistent finite intersections such that every 
filtered subset of Y’ has 2 nonempty intersection. We will define an algebraic domain 
using proper filters of ;f;. A subset F of % is a properjilter if 
(i) F is filteretl, and 
(ii 1 C, c F and C’, c C, imply C, E F. 
Given a proper filter F, Ret ri F he the closed set n { Ci( C, E F) which is nonempty 
by our assumption on %‘. The filter F is ti ‘process’ or a ‘means’ of converging to 
the closed set n F Define Filt( ‘Z) to be the domain of all proper filters with c 
defined as follows: 
FG F’ itf Fc F’. 
Note that F 2 F’ implies n F’c (7 I;: The domain Filt( % ) is clearly algebraic with 
the compact elements given by F( ( - {C,i C, _I C’,}. 
Proof. (3): Follows from Proposition 3.4. 
(t-1: It suffices to show that 2 is homeomorphic to T( FM ‘6) 1, the subspact: of 
Ai the maximal proper filters. kery A- C 2‘ defines a tilter F\ = (CYil.Y E r”,} which is 
clearly a maximal proper filter. On the other hand, our assumption on % guarantees 
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that n F must be a sirigleton set so long as F is a maximal proper filter. The maps 
&w-+ FX and I& Fb-+the unique e’emene in n F 
set up a I- 1 correspondence between CT and TIFilt( ‘8)). Finally, the subspace 
topology of T( Filt( %)) has a countable clopen base given by t F<-, n T(Filt( K)) = 
{ fY[ x E Cj} which is the same as 4( Ci). Thus R and T(‘Filt(%)) are homeomorphic 
to each other. I? 
Although SFP objects properly contain all the algebraic domains it can be argued 
that the total part of any SFP object is an algebraic total space. The proof is given 
in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. Let D be an SFP ot_$ect with Scott topology and T( V) be the subspace 
of all total elements in D. Then T(D) is an algebraic total space. 
Proof. Let E = { ei[ i E w} be the basis of compact elements in D, Ci = tei n T(D) 
and % = {n,, , C, (Z 8) 1 I is a finite subset of o}. To prove that every filtered subset 
of X has a nonempty intersection it suffices to show that, for every indexed set 
Ic (II, n,, , C, f (3 whenever n,,. I, C, f v) for every finite subset I’ of I. By letting 
I--(k,li~w}, define E;=={e, ,,..., ek,} for every i E w. Observe that “I/( E,) is non- 
empty and Vu E %( E, +_ , ), 3 2;’ E uiV(~ E, ) such that u c u for every i E CU. IJsing Kiinig’s 
lemma, we can find xi E Cr!( E) such that X, c x,, l I , for every i. Then s = IL,, (I) s, exists 
as II is directed complete. Note that ek, r, s for every i. Let _V be any total object 
satisfying XC?? (such a y exists by the Axiom of Choice). Then _V E Cj for every 
i c I’, hence n,, , C, is nonempty. i? 
Turning now to a characterization of total spaces, suppose the domain 1.I has a 
basis given by (e,( i E OJ). Define a collection of noncmpty closed sets fy = (C,l i E o) 
and open sets % = { U,[ i E o) in T(D) as follows: 
c, -fe,n T(D), U=ye,n T(V). 
C)bviously, 4 gives a countable base of 77 13). Now define, for :ach i, 
V, is the largest open se’t in D w’;ktxe intersection with T( 11 is 1-j,. LJsing Q,‘S and 
V,‘s, define a binary relation -4 on <‘II k: ,fi as follows; 
II, -=3 C, i ff ii, F t’,. 
Note that -=I is well defined. The following properties are rather easy to verily. 
Proposition 3.7 
l T i 1 Structural Axiont : . 
U, c C, ./&- ut:er_v i E LO. 
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(T2) Axioms on 4 : 
(a) Ii 4 Cj * Ui2C 
J’ 
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(b) Ui 4 Cl* for some k, Ui a Ck and Ur, 4 Cj, 
(c) x E Ui+ for some k, Ui Q Ck and x E Uk 
(T3) Directed-completeness axiom: 
n ,~ I Ci # (b whenever {Gil i E I) is filtered. 
Proof. Clearly d(F) c d( F’) if F c F’. Hence, to verify continuity of d, it suffices 
that in Proposition 3.3, and proofs of others are trivial. 
(T2)(b) Suppose U, 4 Ci, hence ai E V. Since & is Scott-open, ek * Uj for some 
eL E V,. From ek G ak it follows that ak E v,, hence Uk a Ck. And, from ai E fek and 
4 
the definition of vk it follows that qi E vk, hence & 4 Cj 
(TV) Suppose x E Ui. Since x E v and V;: is Scott-open, ek < x for some t!k E V,. 
As ek r &, we have ak E &, hence Ui 4 C‘k. Also, . . E Uk. 0 
Remark 3.8. The other direction of (T2)(c) follows from (Tl) and (T2)(a). Hence, 
under these axioms, 
x c U, G for some k, Ui 4 c’k and X E Uk. 
Also, the following equivalence is useful in the sequel: 
x E Lf, w for some k, Ui -A CL and XE CL. 
The proof is immediate again t;y (Tl) and (T2)(a). 
Suppose a Hausdorff space :Z’has 3 base “U = {U$Eo),acollection cK-(C,/iEw} 
of nonempty closed sets closed under consistent finite intersections and a binary 
relation 4 C_ OU x (6 satisfying all the properties of Proposition 3.7. We claim that 
.% must be a total space. To verify our claim, we hrst construct he algebraic domain 
Filt( (6’). First we note that underlying set of Z’ and the total objects in FiIt( %), i.e., 
maximal filters of Ci’s, are in one-to-one correspondence with each other. (Hint: 
If F is a maximal filter, then n,.,, f; C’; must be a singleton set because of the above 
remark :.nd the TO property of ??‘.) However, % and P( Filt( 5%‘)) may not be homeomor- 
phic to each other. To find the right domain D such that 2 and T(D) are homeomor- 
phic, we define the following map d: Filt( ??) -+ Filt( (8): 
d(F) = (C,lfor some I*., !. . . . , i,,: j,, . . . ,j,, E 0, 
It is a simple matter to verify that d(F) is a proper filter. In faLi, d(F) is the smallest 
proper filter containing all the C,‘s such that Ui -=I C, and Cj E F for some .i. 
Lemma 3.9. d is a defbatiort map. 
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Proof. Clearly d(F) c: d( F’) if F c F’. Hence, to verify continuity of d, it suffices 
to show 
for every directed set { F,I t E I) in Filt( V). Note that 
* for some n, i,, . . . , i,,,j,, . . .,&Em, 
3 for some n, i,, . . . , i,,,j,, . . . ,j,, E o and t E I, 
,; 
c 
Ci 2 Ci, f7 l l l n Cj,,, U,, Q Cj, for I I-c k Si I? 
and C,,, . . . , C,,f E F, 
- CiEd(F,) for some IE I, 
showing 
Clearly d( F) c F for every FE Filt( ‘5) by (TI ) and (T?J( a 1. Hence, to show 
idcmpotency of d it sulkes to show (I( FJ c d(nV’)) for every FE Filt( 6)). We 
argue 3s follows: 
C, E d(F) + for some 11, i , . . . , i,,,j,, . . . ,j,, c to, 
ixt US dsfine I_.) L= {ii Filt( < )I, the retract of Filt( f> 1 through II. bate that D is Cl 
dt)main. We ~lairn that ) and 73 I>! are homeomorphic to e;tc-h other. First we 
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show that there is a l- 1 correspondence between the underlying set of F??’ and the 
total objects in D. We have noted earlier that there is a 1-l correspondence between 
the underlying set of Z? and T( Filt( %)), the set of maximal proper filter3 in Fik( CE). 
It suffices to show that d is l-l and onto from T( Filt( %‘)) to T(D). The onto part 
is immediate. To show that d is l- 1 and has its range in T(D), suppose d( F,) c d( F;) a 
for some Y it ~7. Since d is a deflation, X, y E Ci whenever Ci E d(F,) c d’( F$). 
However, as 8!? is a Hausdorff, XE Ui and yE Uj for some j. By using (TZ)(c) twice 
we can find h, k such that x E Ch, Uk 4 Ch and Uj 4 Ck, hence Ck E d( F,). However, 
CA ti d( i$ j by (T2)(a); a contradiction. Thus the map x: %‘-+ T(D) defined by 
x(x) = WY) 
is I- 1 and onto. It remains to show that 2? and T(D) are homeomorphic to’ each 
other. To do this, let us define thz following collection ( Wji i E o) of open sets in 
3’: for every i E w, 
v&ere (D,}r,-w is the standard enumeration of all the finite subsets of w. C’learly, 
\v, is an open set satisfying Ui E N’, z C,. Let x E Ui; then Ui Q cj and .X E Uj for 
some j by fT2)(c). Hence, x E: W, c G,, showing that { U;l iE o} forms another base 
of the topology of X Then, 
={tI(F,)Iforsomerr,i, ,..., i,,,C;sC;,n--nC,,, and 
=(d(F,)Ifor some n, i ,,..., i,,, j,,._,j,,, CizCi,fJ’ - *nC,,,, 
U,, -C,, and XECjr for lalis~) 
Since the set of rF<., n di{~,I XE Y}) for all if o forms a base of the subspace 
topology of T(D) = T(n(Filt( X)) = ~({F,J .Y E 3?)), WP conclude that X’ and T( D) 
are homeomorphic to each other. 
We have thus pro\,ed the following theorem. 
Let .‘t be a total space, hence it has ?/ = ( bil i E u;, Y’ = (C,j i E o} and a relation 
4 on L;11 x % satisfying (Tl ), (T2) and (T3). We next generalize the left-hand side 
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of .~;i to an arbitrary open set as follows: For any open set U in %, 
I/ 4 C, i ff U 2 U, and Ui 4 C, for some Ui. 
Let %f = { Wil i E w} be any collection of open sets of' 2' such that Ui c Wi c Ci for 
every i E O. Then we can show that YV forms a base of the topology of 2, and %’ 
and ‘W with 4 as defined above satisfy (Tl), (T2) and (T3). To show that W is a 
base, let x E r/i for some i E w. By (T2)(c), Ui Q Ck and x E Uk for some k. Hence 
XE Wk c_ U,, showing that ?Yf forms a base of the topology of %‘. (Tl), (T2)(a) and 
(T3) immediately follow from the definition. To verify (T2)(b), suppose W, Q C’ ; 
then W, 2 U, a Cj for some 2. By (T2)(b) on “21, U, 4 Ck and Uk 4 Cj. Hence, 
W, 4 Ck and W, Q C, for k. To show (T2)(c), assume x E W, for some i. Since the 
U,‘s are a base of the topology of 2, XE Cl, cz Wi for some 1. By (T2)(c) on %, 
a/, (3 CA and x E U, for some k. Hence, Wi a C, and x E W, for k. In particular, 
we can let W, = C) (interior of C,) for every i E o, and obtain the following. 
4. Continuow SOCKS 
Continuous qa._e\ dre introduced in [2] to study effectively given spaces. The 
most importam propc:rty of continuous spaces is that every such space can be 
suitably embedded in a domain such that computations in the space can be carried 
out in a topotogical’setGng as well as an algebraic setting. (‘ontinuous spaces include 
certain total spaces like R, Baire space, Stone spaces and so forth. In this section 
we study continuous spaces as a subclass of the algebraic total spaces. The class of 
continuous spaces studied in this paper will be algebraic and Hausdorff. For a more 
general introduction of continuous spaces, see [2]. 
\Ve ~11 define continuous spaces as a subclass of the algebraic total spaces. To 
motivaii: our notion of a con tizv~ous space, let us recall our characterization of I 
aigebraiu total spaces in Theorem 3.5. Given an algebraic tcM space 9’ with a 
clopen b,rse ‘f’ satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.5, we showed that 1 is 
homeornorp:-irc to T( Filt( f. )1 where Filt( ‘6 ), the domain of proper filters of %, is 
algebraic. Every proper filter F of 6, as explained before, is a process of converging 
to the closed set nE Clearly, for F, F’~.I Filt( fl !, FG F’ implies nF-‘c nF‘ but the 
other implication may not hohi in general. Were the other implication valid, we 
might then iountify each filter F with the closed set i’-JF; thus setting up a 1-l 
correspondence between Filt( $4 ) and K( 9’), the domain of all nonempty intersections 
o!’ elements in (. with the following ordering: 
We d&x continuous spaces as those algebraic tot;!1 spaces where the above 
identification is possible. More precisely, a Hausdorff space X is contirtuorcrs if it 
has a clopen base %’ satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.5 such that, for F, F’EI 
Filt( %), 
Thus, immediately from the definition, every contintious space 2 is homeomNorphic 
to T(D) for some algebraic domain D of closed sets In 2’. The following proposition 
suggests another definition of continuous spaces. 
Proposition 4.1. Let 2’ be a continuous pace with 9T =z (C, (f f& 1 i E W} sati.$~,irrg the 
above dejnition. Then, 
Conrersely, let XT be an a(qehraic total sp;; Gth % = { C, ( # (4) 1 i c cc;4 sati.yf:\*ing ( I ) 
and the condi.tiorx in TI’Ieorem 3.5, then Y is continuous. 
Proof. For the first part, let F = (Ck In,, , Ci c Ck}. Clearly nF ==n,. , d‘-, and 
F;-,r F for evc,;_y iE I. Hence (F&;l I} is bounded ill Filth 6) and F’ = u ,. , F(,, 
exists. By tfne detinition of lub in Filtc %), we have 
QEF’ iff Ly2(7,+,, Ci for some tinite subsei 1’ of I. (2) 
Evidently, nF’2 /TF as F’S F. On the other hand, r] F’S C, for every i c I and 
SO 0 F% nC,. Hence, nF = n F’ and F = F’ by the definition of a continuous 
space. SirIce c, f 1, the required result fo!lo\Ns from (21. 
For ttie second part, suppose fi! ’ -- f-I ,. I, C, cr nF 1 n, ,, , C). Let (1; E 1F, then 
f- 3 * CiC CJ and hence &,$ Ci c C, for some finite -*et I’ c {i 1 C, E F’}. (Yearly 
fir,‘; ‘c, E F+’ and hence C, E F’, showing F c F’. c1, 
Given a continuous space S’, let us observe an important property of %(2’), the 
associated algebraic domain of closed sets in ?“. Clearly, the total objects of ‘6(.? 
are all the singlettin subsets of Y, and, for cy E Q?(Y), x E cy iff {x} =I cy in ‘C( ?‘J. Thli.5, 
for (Y, p E +A Y), 
The ,;hove property of the domain K( X’) turns cut to x sufR%llt to make an 
:~leebr::k total space continuous. 
Proposition 4.2. AH aigehruic total yace Y is continuous J,tf .t’ is homeomorphic to 
T( 11) jbr some algebrnic domain i> satisjjinp: -for s. t c D, 
Proof. It suffices to show the ‘if’ part. Let D be d domain satisfying (3) with 
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E = { ei}tcw as the compact basis. Let Ci = tei n T(D) for i E o, and g(D) be the set 
of all the nonempty intersections of Ci’s. Define a mapping h: D + g(D) by 
Property (3) guarantees that h is an isomorphism between D and S(W). It remains 
to show that the Ci’s satisfy (1). For [Ji,, Ci E Z(D), h.-‘(ni, , Ci) = UiE, e,. Hence, 
C3 ej!Z L] ei for some finite subsets I’ of I 
it: I’ 
w ncrz ci for some finite subset I’ of I. U 
ic 1’ 
As a final observation in this section, we show that every compact algebraic total 
space is continuous. 
Proposition 4.3. Every compact algebraic total spac*e is continuous. 
Proof. Let 2’ bf: ;I compact algebraic total space with % = {C, 1 i E o} satisfying 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose n,,_ ,C,cC,forsome IEoandjEo.ThenU,i,(~‘\C,)r> 
d ‘k, C,. As C, is clopen, 6%‘\C, is also clopen. Since closed sets are compact in a 
citxnpact Hausdorff space, IJ,, ,. (35, C,) 2 ,:ix’\ c‘, for some finite subset I’ of I, an3 
r\ ,, / C’, cs: C,. I-Ience 2‘ is continuous by Proposition 3. I. 0 
5. Lower topolo& on total objects 
In this section we define another topology, called the lower topology, on domains. 
When a domain D is given the lower topology, the space of total objects in L) 
endowed with the sfbspace topology is denoted by w( 7$!I)). It turns out that 
UJ( T( L)) )*s where I> is an algebraic domain characterize all the second countable 
c:ompact J, spaces. 
Given a domain D, the lor~r topology on D is generated by the following sub-base: 
{ I~‘~.. ;_Y\.x- cr D}. Let W( T( II)) be the subspace of total objects in D where II) is 
given the lower topology. Lemma 3.1 says that the topology on W( T[ D)) is weaker 
than that of 7’(D). We should observe that w(T~D)I is T, and second count:lble 
with a countable sub base given by ( I’( IN\, Te, 1 i E LO) where (e,I i e CO} is any basis 
CM- D. 
Proposition 5.1. For ever_v algebraic domain I>, w ( T( C ’ ) is compact. 
?‘r00f. Let E z_z ( C’, 1 i F CO) be the compact basis of D. Then the collection of V, = 
77 I) i\ 7 q’s forms a countable sub-base of (tit T! 0)). Propositioa\ 3.4 shows that 
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whenever T(D) = UiE, Vi, we have T( D’, = Ui~,’ Vi for some finite subset I’ of I. 
By the Alexander sub-base theorem, o( T( D)) is compact. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Z is a second countable compacr T, space iff 9% O( T( 0)) _&IN- sovie 
algebraic domain D. 
Proof. It suffices to show (a). Let { Ui (#ii!?) / i E o] be a countable base of 2’ closed 
under finite unions and “I’= ( v (= %‘\ Ui) 1 i E o}. \%e may assume that the Ui’s are 
closed under finite unions and hence the Vi’s are closed under finite intersections. 
Since % is compact, every filtered subcollection of elements of Y has a nonempty 
intersection. As in Section 3, we can construct the algebraic domain Filt( Y). Since, 
,? is T,, meaning that {x} is closed for every x E ZE’, we can set up a 1 - 1 correspondence 
between 2’ and the total objects in Filt( ‘7) as follows: 
.XE~~{V,)_YE !<}. 
Note that, for every x E Z, {...I = n,, c’ x because Y is a base of closed sets in X 
This shows the injectivity of C#I and that { V, 1 x E V,} is maximal. It remains to sholvv 
that the topology on ? agrees with that of W( T( Filt( 7”))). Note that, for every x E Z, 
Since the topology on O( ‘T’( Filt( ‘Y)) ) is generated by the sub-base 
( ?*! Filt( Y))‘Q FVI ( i E w}, the above equki$lence shows that %Y is homeomorphic 
E It,h CL)( T( Filt( ‘9’))). q 
A sub-base of a topology is compact if every sub-basic open set is compact. 
Therefore, we have the following result. 
CoroIIary 5.3, %’ is a second zountabfe conqac t T, space with a compact sub-ba.Tc Qf’ 
Y 12 w ( T( D)) jbr some algebraic domain D satisl\Gng (3) in Proposition 4!2. . 
Proof’. (c=): Let E = { ei 1 i E (11) be the compact basis of D. Then o( T(D)) has a 
sub-base given by 7 - = ( Vi (= T( D)\Te,) / i G o}. Proposition j.2 shows that 
whenever V, c UICJ y, then r/, c Ujc iV y for some finite suket J’ of J. Thus by the 
Alexander sub-base theorem, every sub-basic open set V is compact. 
(3): Suppose ‘I? is a compact T, space with a compact sub-base { L”i I i E or}. By 
Theorem 5.2 we obtain an algebraic domain ,‘, -2 Filt( ‘V) (wher : ‘J,’ = 
{ V/; ( = F\ u, ) I iE w}) such that &‘- u( T( 0)). Because the Ui’S are cc:mpact, 
formula ( 1) in Proposition 4.1 is satisfied, hence T( 0,) is a continuous sp;:ce ar:<d 
, (3) follows from Proposition 4.2. q 
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There is a straightforward process <,f obtaining O-dimensional HausdorfI spaces 
from T, spxes. Let %’ be any T, space with a sub-base 9’. Then define a Hausdorff 
topology on SE’ by a new sub-base a’= B u { %\O( 6‘ E 9). Call the resulting space 
X( %I, a)-note that the topology of %‘( BY, 9) depends on the choice of .%I. Obviously, 
:X(Z, S?) is O-dimensional. Now suppose D is an algebraic domain with ‘a compact 
basisE={ei(iEo}.Letting9?=(T(D)\~ 1 ei i E o}, Lemma 3.1 then says that T(D) 
is homeomorphic to %‘(o( T(D)), 98). Now because o Theorem 5.2, we obtain 
another characterization of algebraic total spaces. 
Corollary 5.4. Algebraic total spaces are exactly those given by ( up to homeomorphism) 
%‘(Z, B)‘s where 2’ is a compact T, space with a countable sub-base 3. Continuous 
spaces are exactly those given by %‘(Z, 9)‘s where 2’ is a compact T, space with a 
countable compact sub-base 3. 
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